
 
 
 
 

About Motor Oil  

MOTOR OIL is the largest private industrial complex in Greece and among 
the top refineries in Europe in terms of complexity (11.5 according to 

Nelson Complexity Index). It can process crude oil of various 
characteristics and produce a full range of petroleum products, serving 

major petroleum marketing companies in Greece and abroad. Additionally, 
the refinery of Motor Oil is the only one that produces base oils in Greece.  
   

Since 2001, the company is listed in the Athens Stock Exchange, and is a 
constituent of the FTSE/ATHEX INTERNATIONAL INDEX, the FTSE/ATHEX 

20 INDEX, the ATHEX COMPOSITE INDEX, and of other sectoral indices. 
Furthermore, since May 2006 the company is a constituent of the MSCI 
GREECE INDEX (Morgan Stanley Capital International).  

   
With a consolidated turnover, in 2013, equivalent to approximately 5.1% 

of Greece’s GDP, it constitutes one of the main pillars of the national 
economy. It implements a coherent growth strategy on responsible and 

sound business practices, leading to the continual improvement of its 
social impact, by showing due respect for the environment and for the 
interests of all its stakeholders.  

 
On the retail sector MOTOR OIL has invested substantially and has a 

leading presence in the market through its companies Avin, Coral and 
Coral Gas.  
Avin Oil is the first retail company of the Group with a network of 580 

petrol stations throughout Greece and a market share of about 9% (fourth 
in the relevant ranking). On July 2010 MOTOR OIL completed the 

acquisition of Shell Hellas A.E. (renamed Coral A.E., Shell Licensee) with 
approximately 700 retail stations and Shell Gas A.E.B.E.Y (renamed Coral 
Gas A.E.B.E.Y.) therefore further strengthening its presence in the 

market.  
 

Furthermore, the Group has laid the foundations for its presence in the 
electricity generation sector, through a 35% stake acquired by the parent 
company MOTOR OIL S.A. in KORINTHOS POWER S.A.. The main asset of 

KORINTHOS POWER SA is the combined- cycle, natural gas fuelled, power 
station, with a capacity of 436.6 MW, located next to the MOTOR OIL 

facilities at Ag. Theodoroi, Corinth, which came on line in 2012. In 
addition, MOTOR OIL has a stake of 16% in ATHENS AIRPORT FUEL 
PIPELINE COMPANY S.A.  

 
For further information on our operations please visit our website at 

www.moh.gr  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

http://www.moh.gr/


What we are looking for  
- A Masters degree in one of the following areas: Engineering, Physics, 
Maths, Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Business Studies, 

Economics  
- No more than 3 years of professional work experience  

- At least one year gained studying or working abroad  
 
What we offer  

- Continuous Development Opportunities to progress within the Motor Oil 
Group  

- Training Opportunities offered through formal training programms and 
on the job training from experience professionals  
- Competitive starting salary 
 

 

How to apply 
 
- Please register your CV at  

http://www.moh.gr/Career.aspx?a_id=10558 
 

or  
 

- Email your CV to neil.fortis@ceg.gr 
 

 

 

 

Contact: 
Irodou Attikou 12 A str.,  
151 24  Maroussi, Athens 
Tel. : + 30 210 8094000 
Fax :  + 30 210 8094444 
Internet:  www.moh.gr 
E-mail: info@moh.gr 
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